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ABSTRACT
Doppler winds measured by an instrumented aircraft are of great
value in determining the wind field accompanied by large-scale atmospheric disturbances. When they are utilized in interpreting and com puting the wind fields of so-called mesoscale disturbances with their
horizontal dimensions of a few to a few hundred miles, slight errors
in the vector quantities forming the navigation triangle result in ficti tious winds which differ considerably from the real winds. In the
first part of this paper, the wind velocity errors due to the backscattering water particles illuminated by Doppler beams, designated as
wet beams, are discussed. The influence of wet beams upon Doppler
winds was calculated theoretically under various conditions to allow
an estimate of maximum wind velocity error. Following the solution
of wet-beam cases, theoretical consideration was given to the fluctuation of the measured winds caused by the constant errors in the true
air speed, the aircraft heading, the Doppler ground speed, and the
Doppler drift angle. For the purpose of investigating whether this
type of error occurs or not, test flights were made over Florida and
Oklahoma along a number of loops with varying diameters. Results
of the evaluation revealed that the error in aircraft heading is of
least importance and that the other errors can be determined and
corrected with a high degree of accuracy provided only a few specific
The research reported in this paper has been supported by the National Severe
Storms Project, U. S. Weather Bureau, under grant CWB WBG-20, and partially by
the National Severe Storms Laboratory, U. S. Weather Bureau, under grant CWB WBG-41.
The photogrammetric portion of this paper is sponsored by the National Science Foundation, under grant NSF G 18984.
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loops are flown during each mission. It has become feasible to
calculate both divergence and vorticity associated with mesoscale
disturbances from the calibrated Doppler winds measured along
well -designed flight tracks. It is expected that the basic research
presented in this paper will stimulate the use of Doppler wind
systems in the determination of detailed structure of winds accompanied by mesoscale meteorological systems.

1. Introduction
During the past ten years or more, airborne Doppler wind systems have been used
in meteorology for both research and operational purposes. Doppler winds measured
along aircraft tracks at flight levels give much higher horizontal space resolution than
what could be expected from existing upper-air networks.
In an attempt to study the structure of hurricanes, which had previously been described only by fortunate soundings that went through sp~cific portions of the storms,
Simpson (1954) utilized Doppler winds obtained on a special mission by the Air Weather
Service of the USAF. Both the frequency and the accuracy of the winds used in his
pioneering work were inferior compared with those available at the present time; nevertheless, the significant results he obtained paved the way for the utilization of Doppler
winds in research on hurricanes using specially instrumented aircraft. The wind data
obtained by NHRP and later by RFF research aircraft have been used successfully by
many hurricane researchers, including LaSeur and Hawkins (1963), who recently in vestigated the three-level wind structure of Hurricane Cleo. It has been recognized
through these studies that Doppler winds are quite representative of the wind fields
of storms as a whole, which can be described effectively by plotting winds on the coordinates moving with each storm.
When Doppler winds are used to reveal the wind fields associated with small but
violent systems, such as thunderstorms and squall lines or precipitation cells within
the hurricane rainband, the basic problem of the representativeness and accuracy of
the winds needs to be fully investigated.
Under the strong turbulence associated with a squall line, an Air Force B-47
equipped with an AN/APN-66 Doppler system measured winds at about 38, 000 ft over
Texas. An analysis of this storm by McLean (1961) revealed the existence of a divergent flow superimposed upon the mean gradient wind at that level. An extremely
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large magnitude of outflow, very similar in pattern, was studied by Arnett (1962) at
39, 000 ft above the top of a cluster of thunderstorms southeast of Oklahoma City.
An increase in winds from upwind of 80 kt to downwind of 120 kt would result in a

divergence, 46 x 10- 5 sec- 1 which is comparable to that of a surface divergence accompanied by an intense mesohigh.
Three-level wind data obtained by RFF aircraft flying around and over an isolated cumulonimbus were analyzed by Fujita and Arnold (1963b), leading to the description of the low -level convergence, the middle -level flow which goes around the
convective cell, and the diverging flow above the cloud top . The results thus
obtained seem to fit the general picture of an isolated storm which might be imagined from one's existing knowledge. It is, however, rather difficult to discover
from Doppler winds an unknown field of motion around a cloud unless it can be expected from existing theory or fits a model established by a researcher. When a
peculiar wind field appears within a small area, it might well be smoothed out on
the assumption that it is a consequence of some errors in the Doppler wind system.
Basic problems in the use of Doppler winds are closely related to the scales
and nature of the meteorological disturbances to be investigated. Airborne Doppler
wind and navigation systems would perform With extreme accuracy if a flight were
made along a more or less straight line over cloud-free regions. Such a flight
would be satisfactory for commercial airlines, but a research flight requires fre quent turns and cloud penetrations which .n aturally interfere with accurate measurements of winds by a Doppler system. It is the purpose of this paper ·to estimate
such errors and to try to eliminate them as much as possible before a mesoscale
analysis of detailed wind fields is attempted.
Basic symbols and definitions. For the purpose of identifying various quanti ties used in this paper, a brief summary of the basic symbols and definitions is
presented.
HORIZONTAL VELOCITY. The horizontal component of a threedimensional velocity vector with respect to the earth's surface is identified by a heavy letter. This velocity should be
correctly called the horizontal ground velocity, but the term
"ground" is omitted in this paper.

D , termed "effective Doppler velocity," is expressed by D =G -T
0 0 , measured by Doppler system, termed "Doppler velocity ."
G , of aircraft, i . e . , "ground velocity. "
M, of moving water surface, i.e., ocean, lake, river.

.
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R , of raindrops.

S , of spray.
V , of any backscattering objects.

W,

of wind, i. e. , wind velocity.

VERTICAL VELOCITY. The vertical component of a threedimensional velocity vector with respect to the earth's
surface.
I

G , of aircraft. Positive values upward.

R' ,

of falling raindrops, termed "fall velocity. " Positive values
downward.

EFFECTIVE VELOCITY. A fraction of the horizontal velocity
contributing to the frequency shift measured by a specific
beam. This term should be correctly called the effective
horizontal velocity, but the term "horizontal" is omitted in
this paper.

M= k,..M,R=kRR, S=ksS, andV=kvV.

T =LV =M+ R+ S is termed the "total effective· velocity. "
O = G - T denotes the effective Doppler velocity.
EFFECTIVE VERTICAL VELOCITY. A fraction of the vertical
velocity contributing to the frequency shift measured by a
specific beam. This is expressed .by adding a prime to the
symbol for horizontal velocity.
-,

I

-1

I

R =kRR and V =kvV .

HORIZONTAL SPEED. The absolute value of a horizontal velocity
vector. The capital letter corresponding to the heavy capital
designating a specific horizontal velocity is used.
D for

D,

Do for Do , . . . . . etc.

VERTICAL SPEED. The absolute value of a vertical velocity
vector. This is expressed by adding a prime to the symbol
for horizontal speed.
G' for G and R' for R.
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AZIMUTH 0 F HORIZO NTAL VELOCITY. The azimuth of a
horizontal velocity vector translated to the sub-aircraft
point. The azimuth is expressed by the small letter corresponding to the capital letter designating a specific
horizontal speed.
d for D, d 0 for D0 , g for G, m for M, r for R, t for T,
v for V, and w for W.
ANGLES DESIGNATING BEAM ORIENTATION.

770 - - - beam nadir angle: nadir angle of the beam which is kept
constant.

'Ito--- beam horizontal angle: the horizontal angle between the
beam and the direction of Doppler velocity. This angle
is also constant for each Doppler system.
a - - - azimuth of the beam .

2. Frequency Shift for a Single Doppler Beam
Under the assumption that the motions of the airplane and the backscattering
mediums are restricted in a vertical .plane including a Doppler beam with its nadir
angle 7]0

,

the frequency shift can be expressed by

ll ll

= C2llo

- sin 77
{ ( G - -R - -S - M)
0

- (

G' + -~ ) cos 770 }

,

(1)

where 110 denotes the transmitted frequency and C, the speed of the electromagnetic
wave of the Doppler system. The quantities G, R, S, and M represent, respectively,
the horizontal speed of the aircraft, raindrops, sea spray, and moving water surface
1
(see Fig. I) . The term including the vertical speed of the aircraft, G , and the fall

speed of raindrops, R 1 should be added whenever necessary. Because of a limited
amount of energy backscattered by raindrops, spray, and the water surface, a coefficient• k must be multiplied by each of the horizontal speeds except G, thus

(2)

* Kessler, Edwin introduced in his unpublished manuscript "Report Concerning
Test Flight with APS-20B Radar and its Suggested uses for Hurricane and Thunderstorm Reconnaissance" a similar coefficient which is to be multiplied by wind veloci ties to obtain sea-surface velocities contributing to measured Doppler velocities. The
Travelers Research Center, Inc. Report, Jan. , 1962 .
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The sum of these coefficients should always be expressed by
(3)
It should be noted that these coefficients vary, due not only to the backscattering characteristics of the mediums but also according to the type of the frequencymeasuring devices. Some frequency trackers measure the shift of the frequency of
the maximum return signal, while others compute the mean frequency. It is evident
that the fast-moving particles with low return signal do not alter the frequency of
the maximum return signal, but the mean return frequency could be appreciably
changed . A specific frequency-measuring element such as the frequency discriminator as discussed by Berger (1957) determines the frequency shift when the signal
intensities of the wings on both sides of the maximum return signal become identical.
The frequency shift thus obtained is greatly influenced by the return signals from
fast- and slow -moving objects .
Equation (3) indicates that the horizontal speed contributing to the Doppler
shift is always smaller than the mean speed of the moving objects. This speed

is called the "effective speed" and is applicable to any volume of moving objects
illuminated by a specific beam.
Equation of partial Doppler shift measured by a single beam. We shall now
obtain the equation to calculate the Doppler frequency shift caused by horizontally
moving objects with the effective velocity V oriented in any direction '(see Fig. 2).
The partial contribution of this effective velocity to the total Doppler shift for a
beam is independent of the aircraft velocity and is expressed by
8Zlv
where

Yv

2Zlo V cosYv
= - -C-

(4)

is the "beam inclination", the direction of the beam measured from the

V . Expressing azimuths of the beam and the effective velocity
translated to the sub-aircraft point by a and v, respectively, we write

effective velocity,

cos Yv

= sin 770

cos (a - v),

which is put into Eq. (4) to obtain
sin'T"/0
8 xv =- 2Vo c

= - C0 V cos

'ii"' .

wCOS

( v - a ),

(

a-v )
(5)
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where C 0 =2_Z10C- 1 sin7]0 is a constant as long as the beam nadir angle is kept constant.
With the use of a complex variable, Eq. (5) is now expressed by the real part of an
exponential function,
(6)

Equation of total Doppler shift for a single beam. hi order to obtain the total
frequency shift for a single beam caused by horizontal velocities, it is necessary to
add together all partial shifts due to the ground speed of the aircraft, raindrops,
sea spray, moving water surface, · and other causes if existing. Thus
8ZI

= 8vG

+ 8vR + 8vs + 8vM

=Co{Gei(g-a) -R.ei(r-a) _ Sei(s-a) -Mei(m-a>}

( 7)

8Zl6 = _C0 G cos(g-a) = C0Gei(g-a>, and g, r, s, and m denote respectively
the azimuths of vectors, G , R , S , and M. This equation indicates that the total

where

Doppler shift is the real part of the sum of complex numbers expressed in exponen tial form. Vectorially speaking, there exists a vector 0 defined by

T =R+S+M
and

D

=

G-T

(8)

where T represents the resultant vector of all effective velocities and called the
"total effective velocity." Equation (7) combined with Eq. (8) reveals that the vector

D would cause the

same amount of frequency shift caused by the ground velocity com -

bined with the total effective velocities of various moving objects . Thus the total
shift for a specific beam can be expressed by

8 ZI = CJ) cos ( d - a )
or the real part of
~ZI

= CoDei(d-a) '

where d represents the azimuth of the vector

(9)

D . This vector is called the "effective

Doppler velocity" and is expressed as a function of beam number and time.

3. Frequency Shift of a 4-beam Doppler System
Since we are able to compute the Doppler frequency shift for each beam from
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the azimuth of the beam and the effective Doppler velocity, it is now feasible to
obtain the frequency shift of a 4-beam Doppler system.
As shown schematically in Fig. 3, we assume that the beam nadir angle "]0
is kept constant for all beams regardless of the antenna rotation and that two verti cal planes through the Doppler antenna include, respectively, a pair of the opposite
beams. The "Doppler heading" is defined as a horizontal vector dividing the angle
between these planes into equal parts, 1./10 • This angle, which may be called the
"beam horizontal angle," is constant, since antennas are rigidly attached to the
vertically stabilized axis which is designed to rotate through a nulling process until
the total frequency shifts between two opposite beams become identical. The final
position thus reached is called in this paper the "null position" of antennas. The
azimuth of the Doppler heading in this position is designated by d 0 .
The azimuths of beams 1 through 4 identified in Fig. 3 are a 1=d0+ 1./10

,

a3=d0+1./t0 +180, and a4= d 0 - 1./10 +180. These are put into Eq. (8) to
obtain the total frequency shifts, which are
a2=d0 - 1./10

,

and

~1/i

= C0 D 1ei(dr-do-%6 C 0e-ido 0 1 ei(d,-IJto),

~l/2

= CoDiei(dz-do +tl= Coe-ido D2ei(di +"10>,

~l/3

= -CoD3eiCd3-do-'k,6
= -CoD4ei(d.-do+1'6l=

~l/4

-C 0e-fdoD~i(d3-1fol,

-Coe-ido 04ei(d.+l/tol .

( 10 )

The condition for null position of antennas permits us to write

[~11]~ =

( 11)

By using the frequency shifts for individual beams in Eq. (IO), we express the nullposition condition as

Because of the fact that the real part of the left side of this equation must be zero to
satisfy the null -position condition, the right side may be any imaginary number.
Now we express the four terms within the bracket on the left side of the equation by
a complex number, Ye iY , and rearrange the terms to obtain

( 13)
Vectorially speaking, the sum of O,+ 0 3rotated by "1c, counterclockwis e is identical
to the sum of the vectors 0 2 + 0 4 rotated by 1./10 clockwise and Y . These two rotated
~

~

-+

....

vectors are designated as D, + 0 3 and 0 2 + 0 4

,

respectively.
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Figure 4 shows schematically the graphical representation of the vectors given
by Eq. (13). The origin of the polar coordinate is indicated by 0, and the ends of
the vectors

01 + 03 and 0 + 04 ,
2

by A and B, respectively. The vector connecting

B with A should be equal to Y by definition. Since the triangle OBA is frequently
used in computing Doppler velocities over an area of non -uniform field of effective
Doppler velocities, it may be identified as the "Doppler triangle. "
Characteristics of the Doppler triangle . Once the Doppler triangle is determined, the Doppler heading and the Doppler ground speed can be obtained immediately . Equation (12) permits us to write
C0 e-1do Y eiY

= imaginary number,

.
e-•"d o e'Y

or y - d

which is reduced to

=i

=+- 900 .

( 14)

That is to say, the Doppler heading is perpendicular to Y vector and points toward

AB, the base of the triangle.
The Doppler speed can easily be obtained from the total frequency shift between
the opposite beams in Eq. (IO) . Using the real parts for beams I and 3, we write
the differential frequency shift as
( 15)

If we express the Doppler velocity measured at tne null position by 0 0 , tne differen -

tial frequency shift should also be
( 16)

Thus we obtain
D 0 = ~sec 'o/0 {D1 cos (d 1or

'/10 -d0 )

+ D3cos (d3- 'Ito-do)}

( 17)

D 0 = sec 'o/0 {D2cos (d 2+ 'o/0 -d 0 ) + D4cos (d4+ 'Ito -do)}

( 18 )

1

The Doppler triangle reveals that the terms in the brackets in the right side of
Eqs . (17) and (18) are identical to the length 0 L =h, which is the altitude of the
Doppler triangle in Fig. 4. The Doppler ground speed D0 , which is simply called
the Doppler speed, can thus be expressed by
D0 =

+

sec '/lo

( 19)
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Equations (14) and (19) now permit us to obtain the Doppler speed and the
Doppler heading when the antennas are in null position. The effective Doppler velocities D causing frequency shifts which are measured by four beams may not necessarily be uniform for the application of this result.
Flight over a uniform D field. If a flight is made over an area of a uniform
effective Doppler velocity D defined by Eq. (8), the Doppler triangle is isosceles
and the Doppler velocity can be expressed simply by

Do= D = G - T .

( 20)

It is evident that the measured Doppler velocity is the vector difference between the
ground velocity of the aircraft and the resultant velocity of all effective velocities of
raindrops, spray, and the water surface . Since the vector T is caused mostly by
the return signal from the moving water in some form, a beam is identified as a

T.

In a special case where the
"wet beam" when it receives the signal affected by
same f is applicable to two or more beams, they are called " uniformly wet beams."
Uniformly wet adjacent beams. When two adjacent beams pointing forward

are uniformly wet and others are dry, the D field can be expressed by

D1 = D2 = G -

T

and ·0 3 = 04 = G.

The Doppler triangle is undoubtedly isosceles, thus permitting us to write
.

Do= G -

I -

( 21 )

2 T

This relationship is also applicable to all cases when the adjacent beams are uniformly
wet, and it can be stated that the Doppler velocity is the ground velocity of the aircraft less one-half of the effective ground velocities.
Single wet beam. It is rather unlikely that adjacent beams are uniformly wet
while the plane is flying in or near a precipitating cloud. There will be many cases
where only one beam is wet while others are completely dry. In such cases, the
Doppler triangle is no longer isosceles, and a more complicated vector diagram as
shown in Fig. 5 should be solved.
First we assume that all beams are dry and establish a Doppler triangle
.A'.OB, the two sides of which are 2G by definition . Then we consider that beam 1
becomes wet, influenced by the total effective velocity T in an angle 8 from the
direction of the ground velocity. Thus we write

01 = G -

T

and

D2 = 0 3 = 04 = G .

11

The Doppler triangle now deforms into AOB, resulting in a deviation of the Doppler
velocity from the ground velocity G .
The angle between the vectors D0 and G expressed by Ac/> is always equal to
LABA', thus permitting us to write

T cos (8 -'/10 ) cot Aci> =4 G sin'/10 +T sin ( 8- '/10 ),

( 22)

which can be reduced to
Ac/> =g-do

~

Tcos (8-'/to)
4G sin 'Ito

( 23)

when Tis very small compared with the ground speed. This assumption is justifiable
in most cases unless a beam attenuates appreciably inside fast-moving precipitation .
The altitude of the Doppler triangle is now obtained as
h

= 2 G cos ( A cp + o/o )

h

= 2G

( 24)

which can be reduced to
( cos 'Po

- Acf> sin 'Po ) ,

( 25)

since Acj> is already assumed to be small. From Eqs. (19) and (23) we finally obtain
the Doppler speed,
A-

D 0 =G(l-A't'ta n"1c,)

I 8-'/1 )seci./{,
= G-4Tcos(
0

In order to determine {3 , the direction of the vector Do -

.

( 26)

G m easured ~rom the ground

velocity of the aircraft, we use Eqs. (23) and (26) and write
cot{3

=

A-

G-DoCOSA't '
Dosin Acp

~-

I -

D0 + 4Tcos(8-"6 )sec"10 -D0 cosA¢
D0 Ac/J

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When T is small compared with G, the equation can be reduced to
1'
tan ''t'o
D ~ ..L AA- + Q tan"' ~
cot /J
·
't'o
Do
't'
2

( 27)

In fact, Eq. (26) gives the maximum and minimum values of D0 as G+ ~ T and G- ~

T,

respectively . The Doppler speed divided by the ground speed will thus vary within a
very small range,
1 -

:G < go < I + :G

On the other hand, · A cp is usually small compared with "1c, •
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Equation (27) thus reveals an important result that
That is to say, the vector difference

D0 - G is always

/3 =90- "10

or /3 =270-

"1o .

oriented in a fixed direction

with respect to the ground velocity of the aircraft . According to Eq. (26), the absolute
value of this difference reaches zero when

e

e = "1c, t 90, and t T, when e = '1t or
0

='Ito +180 These results indicate that one wet beam does not alter the Doppler
velocity at all if the azimuth of the beam is perpendicular to the total effective velocity
and also that the maximum influence, ~

T,

appears when the wet beam is in the direc-

tion of the total effective velocity.
Uniformly wet opposite beams. The equations for computing Doppler shift,
involving opposite beams which are uniformly wet, can be obtained in a manner
similar to that applied to a single wet beam. The Doppler triangle in this case
should be constructed simply by changing T into 2

T. The final equations thus ob-

tained are
_d
0

g

=t,."- =
't'

D0 =G-

and

T cos(8- %>
2G sin 1/'o

( 28)

tr cos ( 8 -%.) sec'lt

0

•

( 29)

Four dry beams. When an aircraft :flies horizontally over the ground keeping
all beams dry, the problem becomes extremely simple, permitting us to draw a group

of isodops, each of which represent a line of a constant Doppler shift.
By applying Eq. (4) to the

gr~und

velocity G , the partial frequency shift is ex-

pressed by
2~

8 Zia = c0 G cos ~

( 30)

where )'G denotes the beam inclination with respect to G .
Now we choose the x axis in the direction of G through the aircraft subpoint,
y axis in the 90° direction from the x axis, and z axis upward. The equation of the
cone representing the frequency shift

8 ZIG

,

and the equation of the ground,

z = 0,
are combined with.Eq. (30) to eliminate z and J';; . Thus we obtain
(

1

4G2 Zlo2
-

c2 8va2

( 31 )
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where His the height of the aircraft above the ground. This equation indicates that
a group of isodops consisting of hyperbolas moves with an aircraft. The line of zero
shift expressed by x=O is a straight line perpendicular to the ground velocity of the
aircraft translated to the sub-aircraft point.
In order to avoid a broadening of the power spectrum of the return frequency,
each antenna is designed to illuminate a narrow area along an isodop. Especially
when an aircraft flies over water, the change in backscattering cross section as
obtained by Wiltse, Schlesinger, and Johnson (1957) and Grant and Yaplee (1957) reduces the maximum return frequency, thus resulting in a ground speed lower than it
should be.

4 . Influence of Vertical Velocities·
The frequency shift by a single Doppler beam is affected by the vertical motions
of both aircraft and the raindrops . Equation (1), excluding the horizontal speed, is
now written as

8z;1 = -

2

Zlo

c

(G' + R.1· ) cos 'r/0

( 32)

,

where 8v1denotes the contribution of the vertical motions to the frequency shift; G',
the vertical speed of the aircraft; and it, the effective fall speed of the raindrops.
If we assume that there is no horizontal motion of the raindrops, .as in the case
of stationary showers, the total frequency shift for a single beam with its beam nadir
angle 'r/0 and azimuth a can be written as
All' = 8ZIG + 8Zld + 8ZI~
1
= C 0 G cos (g-a) - C 0 (G + R.'

) cot 'r/0 ,

( 33)

where g denotes the azimuth of the ground velocity.
Next we express the direction of G measured from the Doppler velocity by
A</> and write the azimuths of each beam as: a, =g- fl</>·+ "10 , a 2 =g- fl</> ~ "10 ,
a 3 =g- fl</> + "10 -180, and a 4 =g- fl</> - "10 +180. Putting these azimuths into Eq. (33),
we obtain the frequency shift for each beam . Namely,
6Yi'=C0Gcos(llcp-% )-C 0 (G'+R'1)cot'r}0
Alli. = CJ} cos ( llcp +'Ito) - C0 ( G' + R'.2) cot 'r/0
Ill/~ = - C0G cos (A cp ·- % ) - C 0 (G' + R'.3 ) cot 'r/0

and

AZ/4 = - C0G cos (llcp + %)

- C0 (G' + it..) cot T'/0

,

,
,
•

( 34)
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The differential. frequency shifts,

d~fined

as the difference between the frequency

shifts measured by a pair of opposite beams, are expressed by

and

[611]~

= 2

[611]:

= 2 C0G cos (6cp +%) - C0 (R2 - R'4) cot 770

CcP cos (6cp - I/to) - C 0(R1 - R3 ) cot 7'/0

It should be noted that the vertical. velocity

( 35)

•

G' does not alter the differential. frequency

shift.
When the null position of the beams is reached, the differential. frequency shifts
expressed by Eq. (35) must be equal. Thus we have
4 G sin 64' sin~

=(R, -

R2 - R3+ R'4) cot 7'/0

The angle 6 ¢ =g-d 0 can now be computed from
cot 710
6¢ ~ sin6¢ = ---..:...4G sin

( 36)

'/'o

This result reveals that the direction of measured Doppler velocity 0 0 differs slightly
from that of the ground velocity G unless the beams are all dry or
( 37)

Finally, the differential shifts from Eqs . (16) and (35) are equated to obtain
2 D0 cos

and

1fo

cp - 'i{, ) - (R' 1 - R'3 )
( 6 cp + l/lo ) - (R'2 - R'4 )

= 2 G cos ( 6

2 D0 cos i./10 = 2 G cos

cot 7'/0
cot 770

which can be reduced, for small values of 6 ¢ , to
I

I

I

I

t

D 0 = G - 4 (R 1 + R 2 - R 3 - R 4 ) cot 7'/0

sec i./10

•

( 38)

It is obvious that the Doppler speed differs from the ground speed unless
R'1 + R' 2 - R'3 - R'4 = 0.

( 39)

The Doppler velocity is identical to the ground velocity only when Eqs. (37) and
(39) are simultaneously satisfied. That is to say, the opposite beams must be uniformly
wet (R', = R°'.3 and R'2= R4). This certainly includes the case when all beams are
uniformly wet.

5. Errors in Wind Measurements Due to Wet Beams
For the purpose of developing equations for Doppler wind computation, a socalled "navigation triangle" is frequently used. The three sides of the triangle consist
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of the true air speed vector
speed vector of aircraft

A (true air velocity). the wind velocity W , and the ground

G (ground velocity). These three vectors are always closed

. as shown in Fig. 6 and are bound together by a vector equation

W = G- A .
If all four beams are dry, a Doppler system measures the ground velocity

( 40)

G

When one or more beams is wet, however, a Doppler system computes an erratic
wind by solving an erratic navigation triangle, thus
( 41 )
where t:,,.W* denotes the wind velocity error . By using Eq. {40), the wind velocity
error is now written as
( 42)
which indicates that the vector difference between the measured Doppler velocity and
the ground velocity of the aircraft represents the wind velocity error, even though
there exists no error in the computation of Doppler velocity.
With the use of the equations obtained so far, an estimate of errors due to wet
beams is now attempted. As a basis of quantitative evaluation, estimated values of
the effective speeds are given in Table 1. The grrund speed may vary within a wide
range of probably 100 to 600 kt, depending upon the aircraft ty.pe and tailwind condi tions . The vertical velocity of the aircraft has nothing to do with the Doppler velocity
when measured with a four-beam system. The terms involving raindrops, spray, and
moving water surface could vary considerably from place to place. Their values in
the table are based upon a crude estimate and are subject to revision when more data
become available in the future.
From the practical point of view, it is necessary to know the maximum errors
in wind velocities measured under various conditions of the Doppler beams. Table 2
summarizes such maximum errors, or the maximum differences between 0 0 and G
vectors. There should, of course, be no error when four beams are dry. The falling
velocity of raindrops is free from the wind velocity error provided the opposite
beams are uniformly wet, while the horizontal effective velocity always induces a
possible maximum error in wind velocity even if one or more beams is uniformly
wet.
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6. Errors in Wind Measurement with Dry Beams
It has been revealed in the previous sections that the Doppler winds mmsured
under wet-beam conditions differ from true winds. The errors can be computed
theoretically if we assume that measured Doppler velocities are correct and that the
effective velocities are known.
In the actual measurements, it is necessary to assume that there are errors in
the true air speed computed from differential pressure and air temperature, as well
as in the ground velocity determined by the Doppler system. Since these errors are

usually very small, we differentiate Eq. (40) and form a scalar product of a unit

• pointing toward the true wind vector. Thus we have
vector 1
i · dW=

i · dG -

i · dA,

which, after changing d into !:::. , can be expanded into

!:::.W =!:::. G cos ( C + 8 ) - !:::. ( C + 8) G sin ( C + 8) - !:::. A cos C + !:::. CA sin~

= !:::. G cos ( C+ 8 ) - G !:::. 8 sin ( ~ + 8) - !:::. A cos C

( 43)

where !:::.G denotes the ground-speed error; !:::.A, the true air-speed error; 68 , the
drift-angle error; and C , the crosswind angl~ , the direction of aircraft heading
measured clockwise from the true wind direction (see Fig. 6).
In a similar manner we obtain a scalar product of another unit vector j pointing
90° from the true wind vector, thus

J·dW =

j·dG- j·dA,

which is expanded into
W!:::. w

= !:::. G sin ( C+ 8 ) + !:::. ( C+ 8 )G cos ( s+ 8) - !:::. A sin s "'
=!:::.G sin ( S+ 8) + G !:::. 8 cos ( C + 8) -

where !:::.w

repr~sents

!:::. CA cos ~

!:::. A sin S + !:::. C W,

( 44)

the error in wind direction. Dividing both sides by W, we

obtain

!:::.w

= ~

sin (

C+ 8) + G~B

cos ( C+ 8) -

~A sinC

+ !:::.

s.

( 45)

It should be noted that the error in aircraft heading, which is equal to that of
the crosswind angle Cl~ , contributes to the wind direction error in exactly the same
amount. That is to say, the one-degree error in the aircraft heading rotates the wind
direction by one degree. Its consequence is extremely small.
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The drift-angle error 68 is important, since, as indicated by Eq. (45), it is
multiplied by the factor of G/ W which is a large quantity for low wind speed and fastmoving aircraft. Eq. (43) reveals that the effect of the drift angle upon the wind-speed
error is also appreciable.
When the wind speed is relatively low compared with the true air speed of an
aircraft, we may assume that 8 is much smaller than ' • This assumption permits
us to reduce Eqs. (43) and (45) to
6W=( 6G- 6A)cosC
"

and

u

w =

(llG - llA)
W

.

,.

( 46)

-G 68sinC

sm ~ +

,.

Gll8

~cos~

( 47)

,

in which G may be assumed to be constant since Wis small. The term 6' has been
eliminated due to its insignificant influence. These equations indicate that the errors
'
in ground speed measured by a Doppler system and the true air speed contribute to
the wind error in the form of a difference , 6 G- 6A, thus suggesting the possibility
of applying corrections as one quantity. In fact, Research Flight Facility, U. S.
Weather Bureau (1964) has been correcting the true air speed in an attempt to reduce
this difference to zero. Their results are known to be very good.
We now express this difference by 6E and write Eqs. (46) and (47) in trignometric
form
( 48)
( 49)

and

C= o0

where ll a 1, fl a 2 , 8, , and 82 are constants. By putting

and ~ = 90° into the

above equations, we have

and

=

and

-G 68

AE = ila 2 cos 8 2 and

G A8

AE

lla 1 sin81

= Aa 1 cos81

=

,

Aa 2 sin 82

( 50)

The constants Aa 1 and Aa 2 are obviously the amplitudes of sinusoidal curves representing measured wind speed W + fl W and measured wind direction times the true
wind speed, W 6.w, respectively.
It is evident, from Eq. (50), that these amplitudes are identical, thus
6a

= 6a 1 = 6a2 = (

I

6E 2 + G268 2 )2 •

( 51 )

Eq. (50) also reveals that the phase angles 8 1 and 82 are not independent but are
related by
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( 52)
We shall now express l::J. E and 6 8 as functions of /::,.a and 81 so that these
errors can be computed by measuring the amplitude b. a and the phase angle 81
from the actual winds measured by the Doppler wind system. For this purpose,
Eqs. (50), {51), ·and {52) are combined into
and

6a

68 = - 'G cos81

•

( 53)

The determinatio n of these errors thus requires continuous changes in the aircraft
heading until the wind speed and direction expressed as a function of the crosswind
angle ~ clearly indicate definite sinusoidal variations. For the accurate determina tion of both amplitude and phase angle, however, it is often necessary to complete a
loop flight during which the crosswind angle changes by 360°.

7 . Test Flight for Doppler-Win d Calibration
For the purpose of calibrating Doppler winds measured under a dry-beam condition, a loop flight pattern was designed by the author and flown by.one of the DC-6Bs
of the Research Flight Facility, U. S. Weather Bureau. Central Florida and Oklahoma
were selected as the flight areas because of abundant lakes and highways which can
easily be identified in pictures taken from about a 10, 000-ft altitude. figure 7 shows
the uncorrected Doppler winds plotted along three loops flown by the DC-6B at about
an 11,000-ft altitude over central Florida on November 6, 1963. The small numbers
entered next to the wind symbols denote the wind speed.
A first glance at the wind field in the figure gives the impression that Doppler
winds include few or no errors. A detailed examination of both speed and direction,
however, reveals a tendency for the speed to increase as the aircraft changes its
heading from south to southeast, then to the east. This evidence raises a suspicion
of some errors.
Eqs. (46) and (47), as well as Eqs. (50) and {51), indicate that the wind direction
and speed fluctuate as sinusoidal curves if they are computed from the quantities that
include small errors. Such a fluctuation permits us to detect very small errors in
both drift angle and true air speed and Doppler speed combined.
Figure 8 was prepared in an attempt to evaluate the errors from the characterist ic
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:fluctuation in both wind direction and speed. The wind data used in plotting Fig. 7
were again used for the purpose of revealing the existence of errors through a different method of presentation . The amplitude of the fluctuation and the phase angle
are thus measured out of these curves and presented in Table 3. The errors 6E and
68 were then computed from Eqs. (52) and (53). The errors, averaged for three
loops, reveal the necessity of subtracting 1. 9 kt from the true air speed and adding
0. 87° to the drift angle obtained by the Doppler system. It should be noted that the
correction of such small quantities is necessary to eliminate fictitious winds which
are not usable in computing mesoscale wind fields.
For the purpose of presenting the :fluctuation of both wind speed and direction
resulting from the percent error in the ground speed, 6G/G, and in the true air speed,
6A/A, Figs. 9 and 10 were obtained by using the computer output programmed for
the conditions of the Florida test flight case expressed by
Mean wind speed
Mean wind direction

36.5 kt

Mean true air speed

221 kt

286°

The wind direction and speed were computed at one-percent intervals of error,
positive for the ground speed and negative for the true air speed, to allow direct com parison of the :fluctuation. As expected, the :fluctuations of fictitious winds due to
6G and 6A are similar to each other, especially when the percent error is small.
This is why the error in the ground speed can be corrected by changing the true air
speed. The :fluctuation of measured wind due only to the drift angle error is also
shown in Fig. 11. The computer inputs are the same as for the previous ones, except
for the intervals, one degree of the drift-angle error. It should be noted that there
is a 90°-phase shift between the wind speed and the direction curves. This characteristic has already been clarified by Eqs. {50) and (SI) which indicate that an identical
phase shift should exist even when errors in ·true air speed, ground speed, and Doppler
heading come into effect simultaneou sly.

8. Photogramm etric Evaluation of DC-6B Doppler Winds
When the flight test discussed in the previous section was made over Florida,
two 35-mm, double-fram e size cameras were mounted on both windows of the DC-6B.
Both cameras, equipped with 21-mm wide-angle lenses, were exposed simultaneou sly
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by the pulses supplied by the plane's digital system at 20-sec intervals, thus obtaining a perfect synchronization between the exposure and the digital times.
An example of a pair of the photographs taken simultaneously through right and
left windows appears in Fig. 12. The photographs include isolines of nadir and horizontal angles at 10° intervals . By using the transfer height grids similar to those developed by Fujita (1963), significant landmarks in each pair of right and left photographs were transferred to a chart in the scale of a topographic map covering the
test-flight area . After the transfer had been completed, the chart was placed on the
map in such a position and orientation that all available landmarks on the chart and

·

the map showed the best possible agreement. Figure 13 represents the photographic
areas with landmarks and the topographic map. It was found that the E?ub-aircraft
points thus determined are accurate to about 0 . 1 mile.
The positions of the aircraft at 20-sec intervals are shown in Fig. 14 by the
short line segments crossing the aircraft track at right angles . The long segments
indicate the subpoints at 10 sec after each min. The aircraft track, computed by
integrating the ground velocity measured by the Doppler navigation system, is given
by the dotted line on which the 10-, 30-, and 50-sec positions of the aircraft are
shown by one large and two small circles, respectively. The first photogrammetric
and the Doppler positions at 15h27m10s are assumed to be identical, and they are
identified in the figure as the subpoint at 1527 EST+ 10 sec.
From these two subpoint tracks obtained by entirely different methods, the
ground speed errors, llG/G, were computed within 20-sec sections of-the subpoint
track. The result presented in the upper chart of Fig. 15 suggests that the ground
speed error averaged within each loop is very close to zero. The wild variation is a
result of the inevitable error in the photogrammetric fixes at both ends of each track
segment, about one mile long.
The azimuth of the ground velocity obtained by the Doppler navigation system
and by the photogrammetric fixes are compared. Their differences, obtained by subtracting the latter from the former, are presented in the lower chart of Fig. 15,
The differences obviously represent fl8 + fl~, the sum of the drift-angle error and
the compass heading error. The differences averaged over each complete loop are
-o . 5°(Ist), -I.0°(2nd), and -2.5°(3rd) loop, with a mean value of -1.0°, which is
very close to -0. 87°, the mean drift-angle error in Table 3 obtained by an entirely
different method.
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9. Divergence and Vorticity Computation from Loop Flights
Knowing that the errors LlE and Ll~ can be determined with reasonable accuracy, we shall develop a method of computing divergence and vorticity inside a
loop flown by an aircraft equipped with a Doppler wind system.
In order to simplify the problem, the wind direction and the speed within the
loop are assumed to be more or less parallel; and the plane flies along a circular
track with respect to the coordinate system translating with the mean winds. As in
the case of the error determination previously discussed, the wind speed is considered
small in comparison with the true air speed of the aircraft.
Under this assumption, with the help of Fig. 16, we write the tangential and
radial components of the measured winds at an arbitrary point on the circle thus:

and

Wt

= W cos~ + LlW cos~ + W Llw sin~

Wr

=

W sin ~ + LlW sin ~ - W Ll w cos ~ ,

( 54)
( 55)

where Wt and Wr denote the tangential and radial components, r espectively. By
using the relationship expressed by Eqs. (48) and (49), the above equations are reduced to
Wt = W cos ~ + LlE
and

Wr

= W sin~

( 56)
( 57)

- G Ll8

Then we integrate each component throughout the circumference and divide by the
area of the circle. Thus we obtain

~'> 2 1 ~ cos~

~ LlE

2

Measured vorticity.=

d8 +

= True vorticity +

( 58)

and
Measured divergence

=

I

7TC) 2

12-rr
W sin~

d8 -

2
~ GLl8

0

= True divergence -

~ GL'.l8 ,

( 59)

where 8 is the angle measured from a reference direction through the center of the
circle. These equations indicate that there exist inevitable errors in computing both
divergence and vorticity from measured Doppler winds. It is feasible, however, to
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suppress these errors considerably by flying a loop with a relatively large diameter,
since these errors are inversely proportional to the loop radius.
Shown in Table 4 are such errors in divergence and vorticity when loops with
various diameters are flown. Both 6E and G68

are assumed to be known to 1 kt

accuracy. It will be seen that these errors remain unchanged regardless of the
flying speed, but the angle of bank determined by the speed and the diameter must always
be kept below a ceiling of about 18° in order not to operate the Doppler system in a
memory mode. For a 250-kt aircraft speed, the minimum loop diameter would be
about 3 mi. When a jet aircraft with a 500-kt speed is used, the minimum diameter
would increase to 15 mi, thus necessitating 11 min flight time for the completion of
the loop .
Meteorological disturbances in an ordinary synoptic scale are characterized by
divergence and vorticity of the order of 10- 5 sec- 1

•

In order to determine such a

field of motion, based upon the 1-kt accuracy of 6E and G68 , it would be necessary
to fly a loop with a diameter of 20 mi or more. If an extremely large loop were
flown, however, the wind field might change during the time required to complete
such a loop.
So far we have assumed that both 6E and G68 are known from Eqs. {52) and

(53) to the accuracy of 1 kt. It must be kept in mind that these equations were obtained
under the assumption that a loop is flown in a non-divergent and irrotational wind
field. Such an assumption is not always valid, thus necessitating the establishment
of a method of determining 6E and G68 while flying in a loop in a reasonably
divergent and vortical wind field . By rearranging Eqs. (58) and {59), we write

~ 6E =Measured vorticity - True vorticity
and

-

~

G6 8

= Measured divergence

- True divergence.

( 60)
( 61)

These equations indicate that true values become insignificant compared with measured
values as the loop diameter decreases, because the values measured with a small loop
are mostly those of errors. For example, a measured value obtained by a propeller
aircraft flying around a five-mile loop would differ by 11x10- 5 sec-• from the true
value which is only a few tenths of this difference. Thus it is feasible to determine
6E and G68 from Eqs. (52) and {53) as long as the loop diameter is kept reasonably
small.
It may be concluded that large loops should be used for divergence and vorticity
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computation once Doppler speed and heading are calibrated by using data from small
loops.

10. Summary and Conclusions
For the purpose of calculating true wind velocities from Doppler winds, two
types of errors have been investigated.
The first type, which is instrumental in nature, is caused by the calibration
error in the ground speed and the true air speed and also by the misalignment of the
Doppler antennas. Since the errors of this type are usually very small, the true
winds can be calculated after applying corrections to the drift angle and to the true
air speed. It was found that the exact amounts of correction can be calculated from
the Doppler winds measured while flying along a complete loop . In order to minimize
the influence of the vortical and divergent wind field in which an aircraft flies, the
loop diameter should be kept small without throwing the Doppler operation into memory
mode. Such a loop flight can be completed in about 5 min by a propeller plane and in
about 10 min by a jet.
Detailed analysis of two test flights using a U. S. Weather Bureau's DC-6B aircraft over Florida and Oklahoma revealed that the drift-angle and the true air speed
can be calibrated with accuracies of about 0. 2° and 1 kt, respectively. These accuracies will permit us to calculate true wind velocity with vector errors less than
2 kt.

When one or more Doppler beams is under the influence of moving water
particles, the second type of wind error must be taken into account. Theoretical
errors were obtained under the assumption that some or all four Doppler beams
obtain return signals from particles in motion relative to the ground. It was found
that the fall velocities of raindrops do not alter the Doppler velocity if their effective
velocities are uniform for all beams. If flights are made over a non -uniform velocity
field, it would alter not only the Doppler speed but also the Doppler heading.
Influences of horizontal velocities of moving water particles were studied
theoretically, leading to the establishment of a Doppler triangle. This triangle is
constructed as a function of effective velocities influencing each of the Doppler beams.
The present study revealed that the Doppler heading is perpendicular to the base of
the triangle and that the Doppler speed is the triangle's altitude multiplied by a
constant.
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This simple result can be widely used in estimating possible errors in Doppler
winds when the effective velocities of precipitating echoes are known. If the effective
velocities are not known, however, it is feasible to determine them. By flying along
a coast line, for instance, a pilot can maneuver the aircraft so that no beams, two
beams, and four beams repeatedly lock over the water. The periodic change in
Doppler winds thus obtained will permit us to determine the coastal current if it
exceeds a few knots. Another interesting experiment is that of the wind measurement
while keeping only one beam wet. The wind error in this experiment should be zero
if an aircraft approaches an echo from a particular direction. On the other hand, the
error would reach the maximum when the direction of approach is changed by 90°.
The vector difference between these Doppler winds will permit us to determine the
effective velocity of the precipitation.
It is expected that the results presented in this paper will be used in designing
specific flight patterns for the purpose of studying mesoscale wind fields associated
with a small cumulus to more vigorous convection systems such as thunderstorms
and hurricane rainbands.
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Table I . Estimate of the terms contributing to the errors in Doppler winds .

Terms

Symbols

Ground speed of
aircraft

G

1. 0

100 to 600 kt

0 to 300 mis

Vertical speed of
aircraft

G'

I. 0

0 to °!: I 00 fl s

0 to 30 mis

Falling speed of
raindrops

R'

0-1. 0

0 to 30 fl s

0 to 20 mis

Horizontal speed of
raindrops

R

0-1.0

Oto~ 60 kt

0 to 30 mis

Horizontal speed of
spray

S

0-0. 3

0 to 100 kt

0 to 15 mis

Horizontal speed of
water surface

M

0-1.0

Oto! 10 kt

0 to 10 mis

Coefficient

Speed

Effective Speed
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Table 2. Maximum error in Doppler winds obtained under various conditions
of four beams. The total effective velocity f , as defined by Eq. (8) is the sum of
the effective velocities of raindrops , spray, and water surface. The effective fall
velocity of raindrops R' is defined as kRR', which is identical to the fall velocity
when a beam locks onto a heavy precipitat ion.

Condition of beams

Maximum error due to

Maximum error due to

R'

f
Four dry beams

zero

zero
I -

,1,

I -

,1,

I -

,1,

Single wet beam

4T sec 't'o

4 T cot 770 sec 't'o

Uniformly wet adjacent beams

1-T
2

2 T cot 770 sec'f'o

Uniformly wet opposite beams

~T

Four uniformly wet beams

Four wet beams

sec'k,

zero

zero

Table 3. The amplitude ( 6. a) and phase angle ( 81 ) of wind speed and direction plotted against the crosswind
~

N

angle. The error, 6.E= 6.G- 6.A, and the drift-angle error, 6.8 , are computed from 6.a and

81 using Eqs .

(52) and (53). The diameters of the three loops are 9, 8, and 12 n mi, respectively . The speed and direction
fluctuations for the third loop seem to include the variation in the wind field itself.

First Loop

Second Loop

Third Loop

Mean of 3 Loops

4.1 kt
2 . 9 kt (7 . 5°)
3.5 kt

4.3 kt
2 . 9 kt (7 . 5°)
3.6 kt

6. 7 kt
0
2. 7 kt (7 . 1 )
4 . 7 kt

5. 0 kt
2.8 kt
3. 9 kt

from speed
from direction
mean value

2.0 kt
1.0 kt
1. 5 kt

2.1 kt
1.0 kt
1.5 kt

4.3 kt
1.4 kt
2.8 kt

2. 8 kt
1.1 kt
1.9 kt

from speed
from direction
mean value

-0 . 94°0

-0 . 96°
0

-1. 35°

-1 . 08°
0
-0 . 660
-0 . 87

( 6. a)

from speed
from direction
mean value

( e, )

from speed
from direction
mean value

(6.E)

( 6. 8)

-0 . 700
-0.82

-0.700
-0.83

0

-0 . 600
-0.97
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Table 4. The vorticity and divergence errors when 6E=G68 =1 kt. Errors
are tabulated as a function of the radius of loops flown by an aircraft . Aircraft
speeds, 250 and 500 kt, are used in computing the angle of bank and the time required for a complete loop flight . When the bank reaches more than abOut 18°,
Doppler systems usually operate in memory mode, thus restricting such a flight
for wind computation purposes .

Loop radii,

~

Errors in divergence
and vorticity

3

5

10

15

20

25

30

n.mi.

18.8 11.2

5.6

3. 7

2.8

2.2

1. 9

9.6

5.0

3.3

2. 5

2.0

1. 7

degrees

. 7

15

Angle of bank

16.0

Time for loop

5

22

30

38

45

minutes

Angle of bank

(memory mode) 14. 5

10. 0

7 .9

7. 1

degrees

Time for loop

(memory mode)

15

19

22

minutes

250-kt speed

500 -kt speed
11
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Fig. 1. Showing meteorological causes affecting the frequency shift measured by a single beam. Besides the
ground velocity of the aircraft, the motion of falling rsindrops , sea spray, and the mov!Dg water surface would affect

!he frequency shift: io a certain extent determined by the nature of the moving objects and lhe modes of frequency shift

determination.

BEAM NADIR

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional vectorial relationship between a Doppler beam and Ille velocity of mov!Dg objects illu·
minated by the beam. The frequency shift Is proportional to lhe cosine of lhe beam !ncllnation multiplied by the effec·

live speed of lhe objects. Effective velocity
which contributes IO lhe frequency shift.

V Is defined as k V ,

wher e k represents a fraction Of lhe IOtal velocity
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Pig. 3. Scbematical diagram of a 4·beam Doppler system affected by effective Doppler velocltiea 01 , D,, Ds

T, wbere T denotes the vector sum of the effective velocities of ralDclrops, spray, and eur·
face water. Those beams under the bllluence of water bl some form a.re called wet. When a beam ls dry, it i• af-

and 0 4 deflned as D = G •

fected only by the ground velocity. The Doppler heading In the figure Is defined as a vector bisecting the forward

beams.

fl OBA ,

DOPPLER

TRIANGLE

Pig. 4. A Doppler trlaJlgle consisting of two resultant vectors obtained by adding and rotsting the effective Doppler
velocities for opposite beams. A Doppler tr!QJ>gle determines the Doppler velocity, since the Doppler heading Is per•
pendlcular to Its base and Its altitude Is proportional to the Doppler speed.
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B

0
Pig. S. Conetruct1011 of a Doppler t:ri8llgle to solve Doppler velocltlea of a 4· beam ayatem when one of the beams
la wet . The reault reveals !hat the vector difference 0. - 8 la always In tile dlrect!Oll 90 • '1' or 270 • 't from tile
gtoUlld velocity &lld that moving objects, regardless of their total velocities, do - Influence tile meaeured Doppler
velocity If their dlrect!Oll of mod Oil la 90 + o/t0 or 270 + '1' from tile ground velocity.

AG

TRIANGLE

AA

w
I

l
-j
Pig. 6. The uvlgatloll t:ri8llgle aod tile vector errora In tile true a.Ir velocity ( A ), Ille jll'OUlld velocity ( 8 ), aod
the wind velocity (W). The errors are alao eiq>ressed by dlelr compo11e11ta In tile radial and tanamtta1 dlrectlou ,
8 de!lotes tile drift angle; t , tile croeewlnd &1181e of tile airc raft headlllg; &lld a , tile ulmulh of tile wind veloclty.
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0

5

10

Noutlcol Mlie Scale
Pig. 7. The Coppler winds along three loops flown over central Fl orida OD November 6, 1963 at ll,000-ft altitude.
The area was Ill the cold sector of a weak cyclone and free from clouds. All winds have been corrected by using the RPI'
method designed to obtain satlsfacto>:y winds for research on hurricane and relatively large-scale dlaturbances.
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AIRCRAFT HEADING - - - - - - - - - - -

Fig. 12. Both rlgj>t and left Images taken by a pair of 3S mm time -lapse cameras with 21 mm lens and doubleframe advancement. The shutters are synchronized with the digital pulses so that the pictures are taken at JO, 30,

SO sec of each minute. Superimposed on the pictures are the isollnes of the nadir angles and the horizontal angles
at 10° Intervals.
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Fig. 13 . Method of photogrammetrlc fixes of the aircraft locations. The r ectified Images, Including significant

landmarks, are
first sketched in the fan ..shaped areas representing the fields of view. These areas a.re then
moved on a corresponding topographic map Wltil the landmarks show the best possible agreement. The accuracy of
the subpoint thus obtained is better than 0. 1 mile.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the photogramrnetric pos itions indicated by the short lines intersecting the flight track, and
the Doppler positions by the painted circle on the dotted flight track. The Doppler position at 1527 BST + 10 s ec was
brought to the photogrammetric position at the same time . The re after the positions at 10 , 30 and 50 s ec of each minute
we re computed. From Florida tes t .flight of Nove mber 6 , 1963.
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Fig. 16. Geometry to compute divergence and convergence from the Doppler winds measured along a circular
flight track on the relative coordinates moving with the winds. The Doppler winds are assumed to include a small

error of

l.lW eJq>ressed as a vector. The reference direction of the angle 8 !s arbitrary.
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